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Abstract: Developing industrial Case–Based Reasoning (CBR) applications has become much easier since the advent of the INRECA methodology which employs software process modelling techniques to describe the development tasks, and which uses the experience factory approach to store the experience gained during the implementation of CBR projects. But the INRECA methodology does not describe how to maintain the developed systems in detail. This paper describes how to develop maintainable CBR systems by applying the six step CBR process model of the SIAM methodology to CBR applications using empolis orenge.

1 Introduction

Developing industrial Case–Based Reasoning (CBR) applications has become much easier since the advent of the INRECA methodology [BBG+99]. The INRECA methodology provides a data analysis framework for developing CBR solutions for successful applications in real-world industrial contexts. It employs software process modelling techniques to describe the development tasks [VR95], and it uses the experience factory approach [BCR94] to store the experience gained in the realization of CBR projects.

empolis developed many applications using the INRECA methodology, and those applications are running for several years now, making structured maintenance processes like the SIAM methodology [RB02] and the maintenance manual MAMA [RBR01] a necessity. But structured maintenance processes are not enough. The maintained system must be maintainable by design. empolis orenge [Sch02a] provides such a maintainable system core, not only for commercial use but also for academic research.

This paper is structured as follows: After introducing maintenance in the next section, and a look at related work, the six step process model and the broader context of the SIAM methodology is revisited in section 4. Section 5, then, relates empolis orenge to the six step process model and maps the terminology of empolis orenge to that of SIAM. The paper closes with some concluding remarks.
2 Maintenance

The control loop is the essential metaphor for the maintenance of any system (Figure 1). An ideal system becomes faulty because of defects. In software systems, the defects are not caused by parts wearing out but by the ever changing environment. And knowledge-based systems are especially sensitive to those changes.

![Diagram of the control loop of system maintenance](image)

Figure 1: The control loop of system maintenance

Obviously, changes must be discovered before one can react to them. As soon as changes are recognized, especially those changes that have negative effects on the system, the faulty system can be repaired. It can be brought back to a desired state of functionality. Figure 2 shows just one possible sequence of CBR system states, where defects and repairs are following each other. As soon as the quality level of the system drops beyond some limit, repair operations are executed until the system reaches some satisfactory quality level.

![Diagram of the changing quality level of a system over time](image)

Figure 2: The changing quality level (+/-) of a system s over time t

The CBR system very well may stay unchanged during the time its quality drops, because the states are system states in relation to the environment. The repair operations change the CBR system (and, normally, not the environment). For example, in electronic commerce scenarios similarity measures often model user preferences (i.e., the more a
customer prefers a product, the more similar is the product to the customer’s query). Over time, the customers may change their minds on the products (i.e., their preference relation, which is part of the environment of the CBR system, may change). Assumed, there are no maintenance actions in the meantime and the similarity model also stays the same. When those customers return to the CBR system and ask the same questions they will get the same answer. But this time, they may be unsatisfied with the results and reject the answers because they do not match their preference models anymore.

3 Related Work

Many single maintenance methods have been developed over the years, but a comprehensive process model was missing. A first comprehensive work was provided by Wilson [Wil01]. In his dissertation, he focuses on the overall case base maintenance problem in CBR and describes new maintenance techniques within that paradigm. He presented a framework for describing case base maintenance techniques and classified existing systems according to this schema. The theoretical work is supported by new methods and experiments. Wilson generalized the framework to cover all knowledge containers, and provided an example of similarity maintenance.

The framework is analytical in nature and does not directly support one in developing better maintainable CBR systems. It is based on existing CBR process models. It also does not directly help in developing maintenance policies for particular CBR applications.

Another field, where research is conducted, is the field of experience base maintenance [NA00a]. The experience base is a storage facility for experience packages in an organizational unit called experience factory [BCR94]. An experience base is also the basis of the INRECA methodology.

Experience packages are cases with a complex structure. Therefore, maintenance efforts focus on maintaining and improving the value of single experience packages and, following from that, maintaining and improving the value of the experience base. This is done based on the Goal–Question–Metric paradigm for goal–oriented software engineering measurement [BCR94]. The Corporate Information Network (COIN) which is the Fraunhofer IIESE experience factory is used to validate the maintenance efforts [JAD+01] and to develop guidelines for evaluation and improvement of experience bases [NF00, NA00b] as well as for support for acquiring new cases using already gained maintenance knowledge [NA01].

Maintaining an experience base, is maintenance of a class of CBR applications. Therefore, experience base maintenance, in principle, can be described using the SIAM methodology within a particular context.
4 **SIAM — A Broader Perspective on Case-Based Reasoning**

Looking at maintenance, in general, and having the control loop metaphor in mind, one discovers that the traditional CBR process models (i.e., the CBR flowchart according to Riesbeck and Bain [RB87], the CBR cycle of Kolodner [Kol93], and the four steps process model according to Aamodt and Plaza [AP94]) cannot sufficiently describe maintenance issues. Therefore, the most influential and widely acknowledged process model of Aamodt and Plaza was enhanced by the two additional steps Review and Restore [RIRB01]. This six step process model, then, was embedded into the SIAM methodology for knowledge maintenance of CBR systems.

4.1 **The six step process model**

The process model of Aamodt and Plaza [AP94] comprises the four steps Retrieve, Reuse, Revise, and Retain, with the first three steps grouped as problem solving phase and Retain as learning phase. The two phases are the basis for the six step process model with the two phases renamed to application phase and maintenance phase in the context of SIAM [RBI01, RIRB01].

![Image of the six step process model]

Figure 3: The six RE cycle (adapted from [RIRB01])

Figure 3 illustrates the six steps cycle. During the application phase, the knowledge of the system is not changed. But learning (i.e., retaining new cases) introduces change into the system. Of course, that is the intended behavior, but it is a behavior that must be responded to accordingly. And change is not only introduced by Retain, there is also a changing environment that demands continuous attention.

To collect information useful for maintenance, the existing steps were enhanced because each step provides opportunities to gather information as how often a case was retrieved, automatically adapted, or revised by users.
But the minor enhancement of the existing steps was not enough. There was no possibility to describe the necessary operations on how to assess the quality of the current system state, and to express necessary repair operations. Thus, the two new steps Review and Restore were added to the maintenance phase.

Figure 4: The control loop and the six step process model

The Review step considers the current state of a CBR system (cf. Figure 4, which shows just one possible flow of control in SiAM). It assesses its quality, and invokes Restore within the maintenance phase if necessary. The Restore step, then, changes the contents of the CBR system to bring it back to a desired level of quality. If there is no need to go to the Restore step, since the quality values are still in good shape, this step is simply skipped.

But the enhanced steps and the extended process model were only a first step. The six steps needed to be part of a broader context.

4.2 The SiAM methodology

The development of CBR systems and applications has to be part of every maintenance effort. The SiAM methodology provides this broader context, comprising Setup, Initialization, Application and Maintenance of a CBR project [RBR01]. SiAM drew concepts from
two already existing methodologies: the INRECA methodology [BBG+99] and the CRoss Industry Standard Process for Data Mining CRISP–DM [CCK+00]. Both methodologies describe, how to develop software projects, but, of course, regarding two different fields.

![Figure 5: Coverage of INRECA and SIAM](image)

Figure 5 shows the four phases of SIAM and the coverage in relation to INRECA. The phases Setup, Initialization, and Application are well covered by the recipes of the INRECA methodology. But SIAM covers more. SIAM enhances INRECA regarding the maintenance of CBR systems, including enhancements for building better maintainable CBR systems by also enhancing the Setup, Initialization, and Application phase [RB02].

Each of the phases is decomposed into tasks that are described on three levels of abstraction (see [RBR01] for examples): generic, specific, and instance. The specific level is identified with a maintenance manual that, in principle, describes all the necessary tasks to perform maintenance. It describes when to do what. The 'when' is decomposed into an event and a condition. An event is easy to recognize and can be a time running out, a new document coming in, or some user feedback. The event, then, triggers the evaluation of some (usually more complex or time consuming) condition such as a check for all outdated or incorrect cases of the case base. As soon as a condition is satisfied the action, described in the manual, is performed.

The generic level describes each task in an, of course, generic way. To make use of the generic task, the notion of the SIAM context was introduced that maps the generic to the specific level. The SIAM context specifies the type of CBR system, the type of CBR application, the CBR tool used, and the most affected knowledge container. These are regarded the most important dimensions for the description of the specific level.

The instance level further specializes the specific level. It is an instantiation of the specific maintenance policies. This level is identified with particular projects where parameters of the specific level are set to concrete values.

### 4.3 Operationalizing SIAM

Obviously, the SIAM methodology would be useless without operationalizing it, but the utilization of SIAM is already contained in the structure of the methodology. SIAM is operational by design. A major driving force for the development of SIAM always was to have an immediately applicable methodology. The construction of SIAM with its three levels of abstraction was a result of reusing practical experiences with methodologies, experiences both with developing and using the INRECA methodology in CBR projects as
well as with developing and using CRISP–DM in data mining projects.

SIAM fully describes maintenance policies on a generic level. As soon as a maintenance manual is described on the specific level every project developed using the INRECA methodology and performed in that particular SIAM context can be maintained easily. Additionally, computer–based maintenance support can be provided by a management system that implements SIAM (an example system is described in [Max01]). But, in general, maintenance is organized and performed by humans rather than computers.

The INRECA methodology already is used at empolis to develop CBR applications and to constantly improve the quality of the CBR application development process. Consequently, the SIAM methodology (which enhances the INRECA methodology) is also being used, supporting the Total Quality Management efforts of empolis by maintaining the quality of running CBR applications.

5  empolis orenge — A maintainable CBR platform

empolis orenge [Sch02b] is a Structural and Textual Case–Based Reasoner. It implements all four steps of the traditional Case–Based Reasoning cycle [AP94]. The orenge:Controller provides the steps Retrieve, Reuse, and Revise (of the problem solving or application phase) in form of the orenge:Services Retrievial (for Retrieve and Reuse), and Adaptation (for Revise). The orenge:Controller also implements the Retain step (the only step of the learning or maintenance phase of the traditional CBR cycle). This allows for online integration of cases. But most of the time, cases are integrated offline using the orenge:CaseBaseBuilder. The resulting new case base then replaces the older version in the productive system.

5.1  Six steps with empolis orenge

Additionally to the orenge:Controller with its fixed flow of control, a new configurable reasoner has been developed. Since empolis orenge Release 3.2, this reasoner, called orenge:ProcessManager, allows to build complex reasoning pipelines. The reasoning pipelines are a sequence of pipelets. Each pipelet provides one of the existing orenge:Services such as Retrieval and Adaptation. A uniform programming interface allows for an easy addition of customized pipelets. For instance, after retrieving cases similar to a query, the results could be checked if there are enough cases retrieved. A second retrieval (or as many retrievals as needed) can be started until enough cases are available. The cases can be adapted, altered algorithmically, or tested if they conform to any constraints. In an electronic commerce scenario, the stock could be checked if the retrieved products are available, before presenting the retrieval results to the customer. There are as many possibilities as can be programmed.

1A description of CBR approaches can be found in, e.g., [Len99] or [BBG+99]
Furthermore, with the *orenge: ProcessManager*, empolis *orenge* is capable to implement appropriate support for the two steps Review and Restore. The enhancements of the original four steps, as described in [RBI01], could be implemented easily as pipelets, and according to the needs of the respective CBR project. If performance requirements do not allow for jointly collecting maintenance information and executing assessment tasks during problem solving, the queries could be sent to a second instance of the *orenge: ProcessManager* that is running in parallel. This reasoner could be reserved for collecting maintenance information such as performance measures or the amount of unknown concepts in queries, whereas the other instance is used for problem solving. The load balancing, in this scenario, would be handled by the *orenge: RequestBroker*.

Review and Restore are, then, covered by the specific level of the *SIAM* methodology.

5.2 Terminology

In 1995, Richter [Ric95] introduced the notion of the *knowledge containers* that contain and structure the knowledge of a case–based reasoner. A knowledge container is a collection of knowledge that is relevant to many tasks rather than to one. Prominent knowledge containers in rule–based systems, for instance, are *facts* and *rules*. Richter identified the following four knowledge containers of Case–Based Reasoning systems: The *vocabulary* (attributes, predicates etc.) comprises the domain model. The *similarity measures* are used to compare cases with queries. The *adaptation knowledge* accommodates past solutions to current problems. The *case base* stores the cases.

![Diagram](figure6.png)

Figure 6: The four knowledge containers and their relation to each other

The knowledge for the first three containers is described and used during development of a CBR system (i.e., at *compile time*), while the knowledge in the cases is utilized only during actual problem solving (i.e., at *runtime*).
The four knowledge containers and their relation to each other are shown in Figure 6. The arrows depict that knowledge can be transferred from one knowledge container to the other. The vocabulary knowledge obviously is the foundation of all of the other three containers.

In empolis orenge, the knowledge containers could be identified quite easily. The knowledge containers are mapped onto empolis orenge’s XML–based languages as shown in Table 1. The acronyms are explained in the following.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S1AM</th>
<th>empolis orenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>Classes and concepts (OMML)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keys (OAML)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity measures</td>
<td>Orderings, similarity tables, and taxonomies (OVML)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Completion rules (ORML)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation knowledge</td>
<td>Adaptation rules (ORML)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case base</td>
<td>OOML case base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SQL database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual CBR</td>
<td>Service orenge: Textminer used during case base building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural CBR</td>
<td>Service orenge: Textminer not used during case base building</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vocabulary consists of classes and concepts. They comprise the data model and are defined using the orenge model markup language (OMML). As soon as the textmining capabilities of empolis orenge are used, keys as synonyms to corresponding concepts must be defined. The keys are used to identify the concepts in queries given as free texts or during case base building. The keys comprise the analysis model and are defined using the orenge analysis markup language (OAML).

The case base exists in three flavors: as a list of cases, as an index, or as an SQL database.

- The list of cases is described in the orenge object markup language (OOML). This type of case base is used by the retrieval component orenge: KnowledgeServer/Linear. This retriever is the most capable one. There are no limitations on the similarity measures. Complex calculations are possible, but, then, the performance of this retriever can be a problem if the number of cases is too big.

- The index basically is a Case Retrieval Net (CRN) [Len99]. It is used by the orenge: KnowledgeServer/Index. This kind of retriever is limited regarding the similarity calculations to some degree (For more details, please, refer to the empolis orenge documentation). The index as well as the linear case base usually are created using the orenge: CaseBaseBuilder. It transforms text documents or structured data, such as data from a database or XML repository, into the appropriate representation, i.e.,

---

\[The\ orenge: Textminer\ provides information extraction capabilities for Textual CBR.\]
into a CRN representation or into an OOML file (where the orenge: CaseBaseBuilder is an implementation of the Retain step). In the following the terms index and case base are used interchangeably.

• Whereas the first two kinds of case bases require a transformation step to get the cases, the original data of an SQL database is used directly. Here, CBR is performed on top of the relational database [SB00b, SB00a]. This kind of retrieval is used by the orenge: KnowledgeServer/SQL.

The similarity measures (for all of the three kinds of case bases) are described by the valuation model. It is defined using the orenge valuation markup language (OVML). The valuation model is extended with general knowledge provided by completion rules that are defined using the orenge rule markup language (ORML). Completion rules are used to modify the query, to infer additional information from that given by the user. They also could be used during the case base building process. empolis orenge uses adaptation rules for the execution of the Revise step. The adaptation rules also are defined using ORML. Usually, the completion rules and the adaptation rules are different, but in principle they could be used for both purposes, for the completion of queries and for adapting retrieved cases because cases and queries share the same structure.

6 Concluding remarks

This paper presented the SIAM methodology for knowledge maintenance of Case–Based Reasoning systems [RB02]. The paper shortly revisited the six step process model in the broader context of SIAM. It showed the relation between INRECA and SIAM, and applied the concepts of SIAM to empolis orenge.

The SIAM methodology is the basis for strong industrial Case–Based Reasoning applications at empolis, because it not only supports in developing such applications but also in maintaining them. empolis orenge is an advanced product coming from research and providing many of the features developed by the CBR community over the years. Its flexibility also makes it a good starting point for further research.
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